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Abstract
In recent years, the pressure for educators to cultivate civic participation among Canada's apathetic youth voters has been mounting. Between 1998 and 2007, a national wave of curriculum reform introducing or enhancing civic engagement education occurred at the secondary level. In this study, we explore the role and place of civic engagement in the Canadian university curriculum. We have chosen to focus on curriculum in political science programs because calls to increase civic engagement originated with the goal of increasing participation in voting by young people, and because civic engagement is widely espoused as a central value in the discipline of political science. We report the findings of a national survey of politics instructors and their course syllabi regarding civic engagement as an intended learning outcome. Our analysis of the survey data involved a comparison of instructor responses with the assessment activities identified on their course syllabi. By analyzing the real and imagined audience(s) and purpose(s) of course assignments, we find that students are required to complete assignments that situate them within academic contexts involving academic purposes and audiences. The apparent conflict between civic education outcomes and academic assessment tasks relates to broader conversations about the purposes of political science education and higher education in general.
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In recent decades, Canada has witnessed a striking increase in political apathy among youth, mirroring trends in other parts of the Western world. The pressure for educators to cultivate civic participation among their students has thus mounted. In the four Canadian federal elections between 2000 and 2011, voter turnout—a common measure of political behaviour—remained between 20% and 45% for Canadians between 18 and 24 (Elections Canada, 2006, 2008, 2010). Even as signs of political disengagement seemed to be ebbing with “vote mobs” emerging on university campuses in the lead-up to the 2011 federal election, the voter turnout rate for 18-24 year olds remained stagnant at 38.8% (Maynard, 2012). While varying factors contributing to these alarmingly low youth voter turnout numbers have been identified—including alternative political activities, generational effects, and the poor reputation of modern politics (Gidengil, Nevette, Blais, & Nadeau, 2003; Howe, 2003; O’Neill, 2001, 2007)—civic education is commonly espoused as a comprehensive solution (Howe, 2011; Milner, 2002).

Because political knowledge has come to be seen as a predictor of political participation (Milner, 2002, 2005, 2007), civic education at the secondary level has received much scholarly attention (e.g., Osborne, 1997; Clark, 2004; Sears, 1997, 2004, 2011; Shields & Ramsay, 2004). Less is known about the ways in which Canadian undergraduate programs are responding to the mounting pressure to foster political participation or other forms of civic engagement in light of youth voter apathy.

In undergraduate political science programs, introductory Canadian politics and government courses (ICPGs) have traditionally performed a pseudo civic education role, informing students of the key institutions, bureaucratic mechanisms, and theoretical underpinnings of Canadian governance. In this study, we ask whether these introductory courses also include fostering political participation or other forms of civic engagement as distinct “intended learning outcomes” (ILO) as defined by Biggs and Tang (2011).

Research on political science teaching in Western university institutions outside Canada suggests some resistance toward the straightforward adoption of civic engagement goals. Both Mauro (2008) and Sloam (2010), for instance, reference the tension within political science education between teaching the skills and responsibilities required of democratic citizens and the academic discipline proper. Both note a dearth of service learning and political simulations in political science teaching and call for an increased use of experiential learning as a means of fostering civic engagement among students. Sloam goes so far as to argue that experiential learning, with its distinct blending of theory and reflexive practice, can function as a “bridge between political science (the discipline) and the political world” (p. 329).

In light of this research, we predict that Canadian instructors of ICPG courses will not hold unanimous views regarding the role they might play as educators of engaged civic participants despite external policy pressures. Certainly, the challenge of defining citizenship beyond its legal and statutory definitions emerges as a challenge within political scientists’ work because the basis for acceptance can be so abstract. To test our prediction, we conducted a national survey of ICPG instructors at Canadian universities. The survey included a request for

---

1 During the 2011 federal election so-called “vote mobs” emerged across Canada. The “mobs” involved university students rallying in public places, in one case where the prime minister was making a campaign stop, to indicate that they would be voting. The mobs were seen as a response from young Canadians to the criticism that they were apathetic and uninvolved in the political process (see Galloway, 2011).

2 ICPG covers a number of different course names and codes in our study corpus. Here is a short list to name a few: POLI 101 The Government of Canada (UBC), POL 221 Introduction to Canadian Government (SFU), POLI 101 Introduction to Canadian Politics (VIC), PSCI Canadian Politics (REG), POLS 1400 Issues in Canadian Politics (UG), POLI SCI 263 Politics and Government in Canada (WLU), POL112 The Canadian Political Process (BIS).
submission of course syllabi. We aimed to determine how civic engagement might have been integrated into courses and whether or not it was actually assessed, since assessment is widely regarded as the key driver of students’ learning (e.g. Biggs & Tang, 2011; Joughin, 2010; Boud, 1990). For the purposes of this study, we depart from more comprehensive investigations of assignments across the curriculum (e.g., Britton et al., 1975; Graves, Hyland, & Samuels, 2010; Zhu, 2004; Leedham, 2009; Melzer, 2009) to consider in particular the rhetorical nature of assessment activities, specifically in terms of what they ask students to do (their purposes, aims, and actions) and for whom (their intended real or imagined audiences).

**Literature Review**

Our focus on assessment activities rather than, for instance, non-graded forms of content delivery and discovery such as lectures or in-class activities reflects the great extent to which assessment defines the curriculum for students (Biggs & Tang, 2011; Dochy & McDowell, 1997; Meyers & Nulty, 2009; Ramsden, 1992; Scouller, 1998; Scouller & Prosser, 1994; Segers, Nijhuis, & Gijselears, 2006). Research in higher education indicates that assessment activities shape not only the scope or depth of student learning, but also the learning approaches or methods that students draw on to meet assignment requirements (e.g., Biggs & Tang, 2011; Meyers & Nulty, 2009; Scouller, 1998).

Biggs and Tang’s (2011) “constructive alignment” model of curriculum design asks instructors to focus on developing assessment activities with the “positive backwash” effect of fostering intended and desired learning strategies, content knowledge, and skill sets. Biggs and Tang recommend that courses enmesh students in carefully aligned learning outcomes, teaching/learning activities, and assessment tasks. The effectiveness of constructively aligned teaching is, they claim, hinged on the consistency of the alignment; in an effective course there will be “maximum consistency throughout the system” in which “[a]ll components in the system address the same agenda and support each other” (p. 99). Within this framework, ILOs should indicate what students should be able to do upon completion of the course, what their learning should look like after they have mastered a concept or skill to the acceptable standard (p. 113).

This model of curriculum design has important implications for instructors interested in determining what students are likely learning or benefitting from the courses and programs they undertake. Biggs and Tang’s theorization of backwash indicates that lists of ILOs are not sufficient indicators of student learning in isolation; assessment activities—“revealing classroom artifacts” (p. 240), according to Melzer (2009)—need to be part of the equation. Analyzing assessment activities for the integration of ILOs is, however, a difficult task. Biggs and Tang would likely set out to locate descriptions of performance criteria, explanations of the assessment activity’s role in the course, as well as any identifiable connections in the assignment description to the content and skills identified in any course learning objectives. Commonly, however, assignment descriptions are undetailed and include little to no explanation of how submissions will be assessed (Graves, 2013).

Additional strategies for analyzing assessment activities for what they ask students to do and learn can be found in writing across the curriculum investigations of writing tasks that undergraduate students complete in the course of their studies (e.g., Britton, 1975; Graves, Hyland, & Samuels, 2010; Melzer, 2009). These investigations have analyzed writing assignments for the assignment category (exam, paper, presentation, etc.), type (multiple-choice, short answer, and/or essay exams; informative, argumentative, expressive, and/or exploratory
papers, etc.), and function (expression of the writer, transaction with an audience, or poetic explorations of text and language) as well as the integration of writing-to-learn (i.e., reflective journals, personal essays) and opportunities for formative feedback throughout the writing/preparation process (i.e., in “nested” assignments that involve submissions of work at various points in the writing process). Many of these investigations also look at the rhetorical nature of assessment activities, meaning the situation or scenario into which they invite students. Rhetorical analyses of assignments focus on what students are asked to do/accomplish, the reasons they are being asked to work on the task(s), and the audiences (real and hypothetical) for whom they are to communicate results.

In one such study, Melzer (2009) analyzes over 2000 assessment activities across disciplines and finds that assignments generally ask students to write for limited purposes and audiences, namely to inform an instructor as “examiner” audience. In these rhetorical situations, Melzer reasons that students do not practice disciplinary ways of making meaning because they are asked to produce “correct” responses (i.e., the ones instructors are expecting) (p. 245). Melzer’s critique of assessment activities’ rhetorical situations aligns with rhetorical genre theory (e.g., Devitt, 2008; Freedman & Medway, 1994; Miller, 1984), which has long underscored the importance of context for educational activities. Rhetorical genre theory places an emphasis on the social nature of communication genres, directing teachers to present forms of discourse as cultural practices that embody the concerns, values, tensions, and traditions of the community in which the text type is produced. The implication for students is that assignments invite them into what Bazerman (1994) describes as the “forms of life, ways of being, frames for social action” (p. 1). This has also been documented in approaches that use activity theory to study writing assignments; Russell (1997), for instance, contends that even school assignments that closely approximate a non-school genre—a resumé and cover letter, a business proposal, a technical report, etc.—are not likely the same genre as the text type they simulate: “texts that share a number of formal features may not belong to the same genre because they are not all used to operationalize the same recurring, typified actions of an activity system…” (p. 518).

The rhetorical genre perspective also underscores the importance of decisions regarding the purposes of undergraduate degree programs and individual courses therein. The pressure to include civic education in the undergraduate curriculum coincides with demands that higher education serve the economies within which it is situated and funded. Berlin (2003) traces this demand through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries when liberal arts institutes transformed into research universities shaped by emergent corporate power groups demanding well-trained professionals. While the “unification” (Raffe, 2003) of vocational training and higher education has been slow in Canada, it is evident in a growing number of partnerships across Western countries between post-secondary vocational programs and institutions of higher education as well as the emergence of apprenticeship, co-operative, and experiential education programs to complement undergraduate and graduate degree programs (Bosch & Charest, 2012; Charest & Critoph, 2012). Notably, civic education in the United States has a strong tradition of experiential learning, especially with an emphasis on service learning. These experiential learning programs have included activities such as volunteering with community organizations, engaging in the electoral process and other work outside the classroom (McHugh & Mayer, 2013).

There seems to be a proliferation of calls for creative pedagogical methods of fostering civic engagement and for the use of experiential learning in particular. In the case of political science, Sloam (2010) goes so far as to argue that experiential learning, with its distinct blending
of theory and reflexive practice, can function as a “bridge between political science (the discipline) and the political world” (p. 329). Drawing on critical pedagogy, he reasons: “Following Dewey, if education becomes meaningless when detached from its social context, political science education becomes meaningless (or at least greatly weakened) if detached from real-world politics” (pp. 330-331). An investigation into Canadian instructors’ perspectives and pedagogical choices regarding civic engagement education could reveal the national pulse on the appropriate focus of undergraduate political science programs. In this study, we asked instructors of ICPG courses at Canadian universities specifically about their position on and approaches towards fostering civic engagement among their students.

Methods
Taking a cue from Biggs and Tang’s theory, which suggests that ILOs and assessment activities can together provide a window into what undergraduate students are being asked to do and learn, we designed our study not just to include instructors’ self-reports of ILOs but also the story of ILOs told by their course syllabi. Graves, Hyland, and Samuels (2010) also rely on course syllabi for a window into pedagogical approaches (specifically concerning writing) within Canadian undergraduate programs, reasoning that while syllabi alone cannot provide a comprehensive picture, they are reliable indicators of what goes on in a course; syllabi are the official means through which authoritative information about course content, teaching/learning approaches, and assessment activities are communicated to students.

Data Collection
The first step in our data collection involved identifying ICPG instructors at Canadian universities from the 2012-2013 academic year. Having identified 98 instructors, we obtained ethics clearance to send email invitations to an online survey (through Qualtrics) as well as a request for course syllabi. In the survey, we asked a series of (a) biographical questions regarding years of teaching experience, current position (sessional, tenure-track, tenured), familiarity with and implementation of pedagogical scholarship; (b) course-related questions regarding role in course design, the class size, and whether (why/why not) civic engagement is a course learning objective; as well as (c) civic engagement-related questions regarding personal understandings of “civic engagement,” ranked social activities for level of civic engagement, and ranked classroom activities for level of fostering civic engagement among students (see the Appendix).

Given the contested nature of citizenship and civic education (Gauthier, 2003; Jacoby, 2009), we provided instructors with the opportunity to define civic engagement in survey question 10. This question asked instructors to rank civic activities in terms of degree of “civic engagement.” The list included traditional and non-traditional activities and was compiled after consulting a number of sources (e.g., Howe, 2011; Milner, 2010; O’Neill, 2007) to create a somewhat comprehensible list of (traditional and non-traditional) civic activities for instructors to rank (see the Appendix). In particular, these responses were helpful in determining whether course syllabi featured civic engagement as an ILO.
Data Analysis

We divided the study corpus between us, ensuring an overlap of five surveys and their corresponding course syllabi as a means of assessing coding consistency. Having done this, we conducted three stages of data analysis in response to the following questions:

1. What do survey responses indicate about the instructors’ opinion of civic engagement as an ILO of their own course or ICPG courses generally?

2. What do course syllabi indicate about the presence of civic engagement as an ILO?

3. What do assessment activities listed on course syllabi indicate about civic engagement as an ILO?

We drew on survey questions 12, 15, and 17 to answer the first of our research questions. We each coded emerging patterns in these explanatory responses, holding regular meetings to compare findings and discover consistent terminology.

To answer the second research question, we first looked for the presence of “civic engagement” or “political participation” in any explicit lists of ILOs on course syllabi. To avoid imposing our own understanding of civic engagement, we documented the number and location of any references to civic engagement and broadly related topics (i.e., activism, political socialization, interest groups, citizenship, etc.). In addition, we analyzed each syllabus for indications that students were required to practice the instructor’s understanding of “civic engagement,” provided in response to survey question 10.

In order to get a broad indicator of whether assessment activities were intended to foster civic engagement, we compared the ratings of assessment activities for fostering civic engagement provided in response to survey question 10 with the total number of each type of assessment activity assigned in the corpus of syllabi. For a deeper look at assessment activities, we analyzed the rhetorical situation into which writing activities invited students. We did this by broadly categorizing writing assignments into task types, documenting the real and imagined audiences for which they directed students to write as well as the broad genre-related role (i.e., academic versus professional) into which they invited students.

Findings and Discussion

Profile of Participants

The response rate for the survey was 29%, including 25 English and three French instructors and a total of 33 course syllabi (a few instructors submitted multiple syllabi). Respondents represented a variety of Canadian university institutions, including one west coast institution, four in the prairie provinces, 10 in Ontario, three in Quebec, two eastern institutions, and several who opted not to disclose this information. The participant group included a relatively even mix of instructors from three teaching ranks (seven sessional, 11 tenure-track, and nine tenured professors) across a range of experience in years (four with fewer than three, 13 with between four and seven, and 11 with more than eight years of experience). The majority of
participants (57%) reported having taught eight to 15+ Political Science courses, with only one participant reporting having taught fewer than three.

Respondents were evenly split on having participated in courses on teaching or pedagogy, though 18 (64%) indicated that they do not use the literature on pedagogy to inform their teaching. The nine respondents who indicated that they do use literature on pedagogy to inform their teaching mentioned that they used it to design methods of content delivery, teaching with technology, assessment, and grading with rubrics. Two respondents mentioned learning outcomes, one of whom explicitly stated that a short course on teaching and pedagogy had helped with aligning assessment activities to learning outcomes.

The participant group did not include any instructors who taught in very small (fewer than 25) classes; 10 participants taught a medium-sized (25-75 student) ICPG course, 11 taught a large (76-150 student) ICPG course, and six taught a very large (150+) ICPG course. All but one participant designed the course independently or in combination with some inherited material. The large class size of these courses stood out as a potential determinant of assignment design choices. MacGregor, Cooper, Smith, and Robinson (2000) explain that “large-class settings have historically been heavily lecture-centered, requiring minimal student engagement and expecting little more than memorization of terms and concepts as evidence of student learning” with poor outcomes for student engagement and performance “tolerated as unfortunate realities” (p. 1).

Survey Responses on Civic Engagement as an Intended Learning Objective

Survey questions 12, 15, and 17 produced a picture of respondents’ attitudes about civic engagement as an ILO in their ICPG course(s) and in political science courses generally. Together, responses to these questions revealed that while there was overwhelming support for civic education as an ILO, there was little support for it as a primary objective.

In response to question 12, a vast majority (93%) of survey respondents identified civic engagement as an ILO of their course. However, only two of the positive responses included a clarification that it was a primary learning objective while 15 specified that it was a secondary objective (nine did not clarify). A number of respondents explained that civic engagement education was necessary due to civic illiteracy, apathy, and poor civic education programs at other education levels, which indicates that this strong support for fostering civic engagement was at least in part a response to pressures to curb youth voter apathy.

Interestingly, three respondents who identified civic engagement as a secondary learning objective in question 12 used the term “hope” to describe their course’s potential for fostering civic engagement:

- I encourage my students to become actively involved in both traditional and non-traditional means and ultimately I hope that increased knowledge about Canadian government and politics will help them become active
- I am concerned about the lack of engagement in and knowledge about Canadian politics. I hope this course can increase these things.
- In the sense that it hopefully raises students’ awareness of the nature of Canadian government and politics, but it’s not an overtly stated goal per se.
The use of this term raised some question about how instructors perceived the effectiveness of their efforts or the efforts of political science programs in general to foster civic engagement. In fact, a few respondents explicitly articulated skepticism in response to questions 15 and 17:

I think the relationship between the course and engagement is quite diffuse. Knowledge can make a difference, but the drivers of engagement and non-engagement are probably found elsewhere (socialization, time constrains, political and civic campaigns, etc.).

One of the aspects that I am currently focusing on for my online courses is to introduce more social networking to the course curriculum (such as twitter, Facebook, blogging). Although this is a very successful addition, a big challenge is the subjectivity of the material for grading purposes. Therefore, there is perhaps a disconnect between the objectives of certain courses and civic engagement that needs to be addressed.

My institution also puts a great deal of emphasis on experiential learning. I do have to say however given the literature on the neoliberalization of post-secondary education I am becoming more ambivalent about what we pass off and set as criteria for ‘experiential learning.’

However, in questions 12 and 15 many instructors expressed confidence that increasing students’ level of “civic literacy” will prepare students for civic participation, and therefore possibly foster civic engagement among them:

I find that in general, my students lack a good understanding of Canadian political institutions and processes. I don’t think that ‘civic engagement’ should be an ‘explicit’ learning objective for that reason. In other words, I think that knowledge needs to come before (or in conjunction with) action.

Learning about Canadian political culture and institutions should be the background material to civic participation.

Yes, but not as volunteerism. Rather, it should take the form of civic literacy.

Yes in terms of subject matter, not in terms of what students do outside the classroom.

This position on civic literacy rather than participation or engagement spoke to a tension between citizen training and the discipline of political science, which has also been found among other Western post-secondary political science educators (Mauro, 2008; Sloam, 2010). Other responses to question 15 suggested that instructors juggled multiple agendas, potentially indicating what Biggs and Tang (2011) might perceive as a lack of consistency in their course design:

On the one hand, training engaged citizens is clearly an important part of what we teach people to do… On the other hand, I do not make too much of it because political science is not training activists…
By this stage they ought to be learning about the discipline rather than sit through a process devoted to citizenship education.

Yes and no. I think it should be an option for students... For some students... what matters is learning and doing research to better understand the political world. For others, I think civic engagement is a way of: 1) making sense of things they see in class; 2) getting interested in politics beyond the slightly abstract things they see in class; 3) stepping stone to a career in politics.

Taken together, survey responses to these questions indicated that while most instructors wanted their course to foster civic engagement among students, the group was also somewhat ambivalent about whether they should (or should have to) focus on civic education. These responses indicated that this selection of instructors resolved the tension between pressures to provide civic education and disciplinary enculturation by placing civic engagement as a secondary learning objective that would “hopefully” be supported by increased levels of civic literacy.

Course Syllabi on Civic Engagement as an Intended Learning Outcome

Despite the fact that 93% of survey respondents indicated in question 12 that civic engagement was a part of their course, it appeared just twice (4%) as a topic and theme to be explored (namely “political participation” and “political engagement”) in the 50 explicitly listed ILOs in the corpus of syllabi. Eleven of the 33 course syllabi (36%) in our study corpus included a distinct section for teaching and learning objectives. These lists outlined desired ILOs that can be separated into three broad categories: knowledge of political science theory and disciplinary concerns, knowledge of political institutions and mechanisms, and skill development (see Table 1). The repetition of “develop an understanding of” in outcomes that had to do with political institutions and mechanisms indicated a civic literacy focus. Likewise, the teaching directives included verbs such as introduce, provide, and assist, creating an image of instructor as disciplinary gatekeeper responsible for helping students find interest in politics and the study thereof, while the learning directives positioned students as initiates, featuring verbs such as improve, develop, and become. This approach is likely related to the introductory level of these ICPG courses.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Areas</th>
<th>Teaching</th>
<th>Learning</th>
<th>Number of Mentions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Theory and culture of the political science discipline | • introduce students to questions  
• provide students with understanding of  
• expose students to                                                    | • master vocabulary of  
• explain and clarify  
• show familiarity with                                                  | 20                 |
| Political institutions and mechanisms                 | • provide with understanding of  
• stimulate interest in                                                   | • acquire an understanding of  
• identify and interpret  
• develop strong foundation  
• develop deeper understanding  
• develop basic understanding                                              | 19                 |
| Skills, including: critical analysis, essay writing, reading, debating, library research | • assist in the acquisition of skills                                     | • develop and foster skills  
• develop the capacity to  
• become able to  
• improve ability to  
• practice                                                                  | 26                 |

When we looked at the course syllabi in their entirety, we found that 50% of them made reference to “civic or political engagement” or “political, citizen, or electoral participation.” Of these mentions, the majority (58%) occurred on the weekly schedule of topics and readings; a sprinkling of mentions were distributed in course descriptions (21%), assignment topics (13%), and learning objectives (8%). Given the ambiguity of the concept, however, we took a few additional approaches to identifying the presence of civic engagement on course syllabi. First we looked to see whether topics and tasks related to civic engagement and political participation were present on the course syllabi. We found that while all course syllabi included lectures on Canadian political institutions and processes, topics such as social movements, political socialization, political participation, activism, and lobbyists featured as an object of study on a majority (77%) of course syllabi, mostly as distinct topics on the course schedules. We also looked to see whether civic engagement featured as a required activity and found that no courses required that students become engaged in a community (including the wider university community) outside of the course. One syllabus did note a service learning option, connecting students to the pertinent university department that would help facilitate the process.

Assessment Activities and Civic Engagement as an Intended Learning Outcome

We also attempted to use the respondents’ own definitions of civic engagement as a measure for whether their course featured civic engagement as an ILO. We did this by comparing respondents’ understandings of “civic engagement” in survey question 10 with
assessment activities assigned on their syllabi. Understandings of civic engagement fit into three general categories: 5% of survey respondents defined civic engagement as “knowledge/awareness” of political mechanisms, institutions, events, and theoretical principles; 55% described it as “doing/participating” in a variety of civic activities at community, municipal, provincial, or federal levels; and 40% identified it as “knowledge plus action” involving both awareness and participation. When we compared both the high percentage (95%) of instructors who included action/participation in their understanding of civic engagement and the vast majority (93%) of instructors who said that civic engagement was an ILO with the fact that no course syllabi included assessment activities that required students to participate in political activities outside of the classroom, a lack of alignment between the civic engagement learning objective and assessment activities appeared. This finding suggested that civic engagement was a secondary learning outcome, perhaps considered to be an incidental effect of learning about the Canadian political scene and system.

In order to gain a deeper sense of whether civic engagement was an ILO of assessment activities, we compared responses to question 11 (which asked respondents to rank assessment activities in terms of demonstrating levels of civic engagement) with the presence of those assessment activities on course syllabi (see Table 2). This comparison also indicated that civic engagement was not an ILO of these courses. For instance, the highest rated activity for fostering civic engagement, simulations of political processes, was among the least assigned. Similarly, tests and exams were given a low rating for fostering civic engagement and were assigned in all courses. As previously noted, the reliance on essays and exams over simulations and forms of experiential learning might have been connected to the large class sizes reported in our study corpus.

Table 2
Rating of Assessment Activities for Fostering Civic Engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment Activity</th>
<th>Percentage coverage in corpus of syllabi</th>
<th>Average (1-3) rating for fostering civic engagement (rounded to nearest whole)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers &amp; writing assignments</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam/Test</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutorial/Class participation</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendance</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Participation</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next to tests and exams, writing assignments were the most assigned assessment activity, appearing in 94% of course syllabi. Essay assignments received a modest rating for fostering civic engagement. We looked closely at the rhetorical nature of these writing tasks to gain a sense of what Bazerman (1994) described as the “forms of life, ways of being, frames for social action” (p. 1) that they offered students. Of the 43 writing assignments in the study corpus, no details were provided for 18 term papers. Due to the variance in assignment names (also found by Graves, Hyland, & Samuels, 2010), we divided the remaining assignments into six descriptive categories (see Table 3). We also coded for the “real audience” who would read the students’
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work and the imagined or real “specified audience” to whom students were directed to write as well as the general genre-related “position” or role that assignments situated students within.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Real Audience</th>
<th>Specified Audience</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Analyze a problem &amp; recommend solutions</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Analyze electoral systems. Research the issue of voter turnout.</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>Academic (political scientist)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Compare 3 articles on the same issue.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assess the state of research on a topic.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Review scholarship</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Relate a current event to course themes.</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>Academic (political scientist)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Connect lectures to the theme of political engagement.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C) Connect course topics with current events</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Write a cabinet memo.</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>Novice (potential for civic educator depending on context)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Write a briefing paper.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D) Describe an aspect of the political system</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Explain how legislation is made.</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E) Simulate being involved in the political system</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Write a cabinet memo.</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
<td>Cabinet minister</td>
<td>Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Write a briefing paper.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In line with Melzer’s (2009) findings, this picture of writing assignments suggested that students typically wrote strictly for their instructor; on only two occasions in category “(E) Simulate being involved in the political system” did it appear as though students were explicitly asked to write for an imagined audience—-a cabinet minister. Most frequently, students engaged in tasks specific to the academic discipline of Political Science, such as in categories “(A) Analyze a problem & recommend a solution” and “(B) Review scholarship.” Students were also commonly asked to perform as learners in categories “(C) Connect course topics with current events” and “(D) Describe an aspect of the political system.” The two simulations in category (E) did more to take down the walls between the classroom and the political scene. Interestingly, the simulation assignments asked students to conduct some of the same tasks required in category “(A) Analyze a problem & recommend solutions,” but in a professional genre directed at political actors.

For the most part, these writing assignments asked students to take on academic roles, writing both as students to demonstrate learning and as political scientists writing about current events and the workings of political institutions. Twenty of the 25 assignments for which we had some details asked students to theorize, analyze, critique, and make recommendations as academics at a distance from democratic activities. Other than the two simulation exercises that asked students to imagine writing for a cabinet minister, students were not asked to participate or imagine themselves participating in political processes. Take for instance the assignment in category (A) that required students to “research the issue of voter turnout and make recommendations.” To complete this assignment, students might have investigated factors contributing to voter apathy and motivation, obstacles to voting for various demographic groups, vote suppression tactics and related laws, as well as recommendations that have been proposed to curb these negative forces and increase voter turnout rates. Students likely would have produced an academic essay reporting on this research. To personalize the issue of civic engagement for students, this assignment could have positioned them as political actors if it had asked students to produce a professional genre (e.g., a government report or a letter to local representatives) or a personal genre (e.g., a reflection or a personal action plan). In contrast, the two simulation exercises in category (E), which asked students to write in the style of professional genres to hypothetical readers who were not the course instructor, invited students to imagine being involved in the political system. While these simulation assignments did not require civic engagement per se, they did suggest to students that they might aspire to such positions.

Like the simulation assignments, the three assignments in category (D) that asked students to describe an aspect of the political system might have positioned students as civic participants rather than academic political scientists. Unfortunately, we did not have full details for these assignments, though the unspecified audience suggested that students were likely writing to demonstrate knowledge for their instructor-as-evaluator. It is possible, however, that these assignments positioned students as “citizen experts” taking on civic education roles not unlike that which a Wikipedia contributor might don.

The majority of writing assignments in our study seem to have positioned students as either academic political scientists or novices being evaluated. Both positions involved students in activities at remove from political participation or other forms of civic engagement. This trend suggested a process of learning the discipline, corresponding with the image of student as initiate that the lists of ILOs also seem to establish. Civic engagement did not appear to be the primary ILO of these assignments.
Conclusions

The survey responses describing civic engagement as a secondary learning outcome aligns with the findings of our analysis of course syllabi. While civic engagement was an object of study both in course lectures and essay assignments, it was not an activity required of students. Instructors acknowledged this on the survey, giving the assessment activities they assigned most frequently—tests and essays—relatively low ratings for fostering civic engagement while rating highest a type of assessment activity—simulations—that they rarely assigned. We suspect that the large class sizes reported by respondents contributed to determining the type of assessment activities assigned. In addition, an analysis of the rhetorical context of essay assignments revealed that students were most often writing as political scientists for academic or educational purposes. While the sort of assessment activities that would best foster civic engagement remain undetermined, academic essays written for an instructor-as-evaluator and disciplinary gatekeeper are not chiefly designed to do so.

Responses about whether ICPGs should seek to foster civic engagement among students revealed a lack of consensus. Respondents provided a multitude of reasons for and against including civic engagement as an ILO, some that resonate with trends in other communities of Western post-secondary political science educators. Indeed, along with references to the problems of political apathy and a dearth of civic education at lower levels, the tension between disciplinary enculturation and civic education was raised. This tension might be cast in terms of an academic research community resisting forces pulling it into the service of vocational and citizenship training—a narrative with which many academic disciplines are familiar.

It stands to reason that instructors can continue delivering disciplinary enculturation rather than vocational or citizenship training by identifying civic engagement as a secondary or intended “incidental” learning outcome of any form of civic literacy education. Yet research in civic education provides much supportive evidence for this move towards disciplinary enculturation. For instance, it is because political knowledge has been identified as a predictor of political participation (Milner, 2002, 2005, 2007) that civic literacy has gained support and attention as part of the curriculum at the secondary level. Milner (2005) argued that “it becomes evident that, more than ever, addressing the decline in turnout means enhancing political knowledge.” However, political knowledge and political participation are different learning outcomes that curriculum design theory like Biggs and Tang’s (2011) constructive alignment model would suggest are aligned with different assessment activities. The question that arises from surveys that show “civic illiteracy” (Milner, 2005) or a lack of political knowledge among Canadians is whether knowledge of historical political facts and events make individuals valuable, more engaged or more productive citizens. Curriculum design research suggests that the educative solution to low levels of civic engagement will need to be more specific than an incidental outcome of increased political knowledge.
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Appendix
Survey Protocol

Survey Text

Section 1
Teaching Experience and Course

1. How long have you been teaching at the university level (number of years)?
   a. 1-3 years
   b. 4-7 years
   c. 8-15 years
   d. 15+ years

2. What is the size of the department you teach in?
   a. Small
   b. Medium
   c. Large

3. What is the size of the university you teach at?
   a. Small
   b. Medium
   c. Large

4. Please select your teaching rank
   a. Sessional Instructor
   b. Tenure-track professor
   c. Tenured professor
   d. Other ______________________

5. How many courses have you taught in political science (approximately)?
   a. 1-3
   b. 4-7
   c. 8-15
   d. 15+

6. Please select one of the following options concerning the course content/curriculum
   a. I designed the course myself
   b. I inherited a majority of the course content
   c. I did a bit of both (design and inherit)

7. How many students are in the most recent Introductory Canadian Politics and Government course you taught?
   a. Under 25
   b. 25-75
   c. 76-150
   d. 150+
8. Have you completed any courses on teaching or pedagogy? If yes, what kind of course/program?
   a. Yes (text answer for description)
   b. No

9. Do you use the literature on pedagogy to inform your teaching? If yes, please explain how it helps your approach to teaching.
   a. Yes (text answer for description)
   b. No

Section 2

Views on Civic Engagement

10. How do you define civic engagement?
    (open text response)

11. Rank the following activities in terms of demonstrating levels of civic engagement?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voting in an election</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joining a political party</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading an article about politics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joining a community group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending a public meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signing a petition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweeting a political comment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posting something political on Facebook</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boycotting a product</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section 3

Views on civic engagement and your course

12. Is civic engagement a learning objective of your course? If so, it is a priority or primary learning objective or one that’s more secondary?
   a. Yes (text answer for description)
   b. No

13. Even if civic engagement is not a primary learning outcome of your course, would you say that any of the course assignments might promote, foster, contribute to civic engagement among students? If so, do they do so implicitly or explicitly?
   (open text response)

14. Does your department identify civic engagement as a learning outcome?
   a. Yes
   b. No
   c. I don’t know

15. Do you think civic engagement should be featured as a learning objective in an introductory Canadian government and politics course? Please explain why or why not.
   (open text response)

16. What aspects of your course do you think best promote civic engagement (0-no impact, 1-low impact, 2-moderate impact, 3-high impact)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Writing an essay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completing an exam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participating online</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participating in class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenting a project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participating online</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participating in class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participating in political simulation (ex. mock parliament)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending lecture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 4

17. Please let us know about any other comments you have concerning the relationship between the course and civic engagement.